
THE 
FOREVER 
ROOF

SLATE AND SHAKE ROOFING

•   Commercial quality roofing enhances 
curb appeal and resale value

•   Transferrable Non Pro-Rated  
Lifetime Warranty

•   Permanent TRINAR® finish  
with no granules to fall off

•   Colors stay true due to TRINAR®  
finish’s excellent UV protection

•    12 solid ENERGY STAR® rated colors
•    12 enhanced color blends 
•   State-of-the-art coil coating  

facilities for superior quality control
•   Shake and Slate panels have  

authentic details and depth  
for more realistic look

•    Total accessory package which  
includes a vented ridge system

•    Hip/ridge caps designed to match 
the Shake or Slate panel

•   The superior design of our clip  
allows for higher wind load ratings

•   Color coordinated siding, soffit  
and gutter systems

•   Double embossed texture adds 
strength and beauty

•   Highest hail impact rating available
•   Panels qualify for lower rates on 

Homeowners Insurance
•   Versatile – roofing, sidewall  

or accent panel applications



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Q:  Can I walk on the metal roof after it is installed?
A:  Yes, but like with any roof, care should always 

be taken.

Q: Is a metal roof noisy when it rains?
A:  A study conducted by the Acoustic Group found  

that the sound from a metal roof was only  
six decibels greater than that of a conventional  
asphalt roof. With ArrowLine’s four way locking  
and fastening system and the proper underlayment 
your ArrowLine roof will not contribute to  
additional noise.

Q:  How does the cost of an ArrowLine metal roof  
compare to other roofs?

A:  Although the ArrowLine roofing system may cost  
more initially the ArrowLine metal roof should  
never need to be replaced and therefore should  
be less expensive over the life of your home.  
Common asphalt shingles have a shorter life span  
and will need to be replaced periodically and  
can be more expensive over the life of your roof.

Q: Can a metal roof be damaged by hail?
A:  ArrowLine roofing is designed to withstand the impact 

of most hailstorms. ArrowLine’s double embossed  
panels will help minimize damage that might be caused 
by hail. ArrowLine roofing is covered by a hail  
protection warranty and approved by many insurance 
companies for reduced homeowners’ insurance rates.

Q:  Can ArrowLine roofing reduce my energy bills?
A:  The TRINAR® finish used in the manufacturing  

of ArrowLine roofing, reflects the majority of the  
sun’s rays and therefore minimizes any heat build-up  
in your attic. The solid colors are ENERGY STAR®  
approved which means that you could actually have a 
cooler attic when combined with proper ventilation.

Q:  How long should I expect my ArrowLine roof  
to last?

A:  ArrowLine roofing should be the last roof system  
that you ever buy. ArrowLine roofing was designed  
to withstand the extreme cold of the northern regions 
and the blistering heat of the southern states.  
ArrowLine roofing carries a Lifetime Non-Prorated  
Limited Warranty.

Q:  Can I install ArrowLine roofing over my existing roof?
A:  Yes, in most cases. Check with your local building  

inspectors to see if there are any restrictions  
in your area.

Q: Do I need to run a ground wire to the shingles?
A:  Grounding of metal roofing and siding is not  

required by most major building code organizations. 
Some local building codes might require it, so check 
with the local inspectors before starting the job.

ArrowLine Slate

ArrowLine Shake

Generations

800.593.2680 
www.EDCOproducts.com

EDCO ArrowLine roofing features a deluxe 
TRINAR® finish with double-embossed  
steel for permanent beauty. 

Available in 12 solid ENERGY STAR® rated 
colors and 12 enhanced blended colors 
with coordinated accessories.

The look you want, with  
the performance you need SOLID SHAKE

SOLID SLATE

ENHANCED SHAKE

ENHANCED SLATE
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